
Crouching Lion in a Bookstore 
Vol.3 
獅子藏匿的書屋 3

A young woman who works liquidating the stock of  
manga rental shops has a secret past. A former child 
prodigy, her career as a tournament go player ended 
due to unfortunate circumstances. When another elite 
go player turns up at her door seeking a room to rent, 
the two begin an unusual friendship that helps each to 
resolve their conflicted relationship to the game.

Author: Xiaodao

Dyna Books, Co., Ltd.．2023

210pages．14.8×21cm．ISBN: 9786267059739

★  14th Golden Comic Awards “Comic of  the Year”

★  2023 ACBD Asian Comic Critic Awards, recommended book

Rights sold: French, Ukrainian

Formosa Oolong Tea Vol.5
異人茶跡 5：茶路綿延（完）

In 1872, tea became the most important industry in 
the North of  Taiwan. After promoting new strains of  
tea, upgrading production methods, and dealing with 
tenant unrest at the Mang’ga tea plant, the U.S. market 
for oolong is growing steadily, and business is booming 
for Dent & Co. Can Todd, Li Chun-sheng, and the 
people at Dent & Co. successfully direct the future of  
their business?

Author: Kiya Chang

Gaea Books, Co., Ltd.．2022

298pages．14.8×21cm．ISBN: 9789863196600

★  14th Golden Comic Awards “Comic of  the Year”

Comics / All Ages Comics / All Ages

Gaea Books, Co., Ltd.
蓋亞文化有限公司

Founded in 2001, Gaea Books is a Taiwanese publisher, and a kingdom of  
memories and imagination. We devote ourselves to scouting gifted authors in 
Taiwan, Hong Kong, and Mainland China. In the meantime, we introduce the 
popular works from Europe, USA, Japan, and South Korea to readers in Taiwan. 
In 2009, Gaea Books started a new brand, Dyna Books, to publish graphic 
novels and comics, and to find a different way to tell stories - through visual arts.

Dyna Books, Co., Ltd.
原動力文化事業有限公司

Dyna Books is committed to the development of  original comics and comic 
novel adaptations by Taiwanese artists. Our goal is to help cultivate fresh new 
Taiwanese comics and generate more high-quality artistic works brimming with 
creative energy. We also work to bring classic works from Hong Kong, China, 
and Japan to provide more plentiful and diverse comic offerings in Taiwan.

https://www.facebook.com/Gaeabooks

Rights contact: Nicolas Wu (The Grayhawk Agency)｜nicolas@grayhawk-agency.com
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Hell Parade Vol.5 (End)

地獄遊行 5（完）

Centuries in the future, a natural disaster known as “Hell 
Phenomenon” has brought into existence countless 
monsters and disasters. “Witches” are the collection of 
magical powers in the form of a woman. No one knows 
how they appeared or how they were created, only that 
they exist to maintain order in the world.

Author: Buke

Dyna Books, Co., Ltd.．2023

260pages．14.8×21cm．ISBN: 9786267059814

★  12th Golden Comic Awards “Comic of  the Year”

Plant Collectors’ Notebook
Vol.3
採集人的野帳 3

In 1925, during the 30th-anniversary exhibition for the 
founding of  Taiwan’s colonial rule, Taipei’s Botanical 
Garden showcases the rich contributions of  collectors 
and researchers. Liang-shan, while becoming increasingly 
confident in his role at the Wax Leaf  Pavilion, faces 
intensified conflict with his father. Wu Cao turns her 
deep homesickness into motivation, while the idealistic 
Matsuo suddenly collapses. 

Author: Ejan

Gaea Books, Co., Ltd.．2023

280pages．14.8×21cm．ISBN: 9789863197355

Left Hand Vol.3
左手 3

Anonymous bullying and verbal attacks take place 
online, an environment in which students can hide 
their true feelings. The attacker, who can’t be found, 
and the “sculptor,” who stokes controversy in chat 
rooms, touch every dark corner of  a 17-year-old’s life. 
In this depiction of  an ordinary high school existence, 
teenagers try to find their own light.

Author: SALLY 

Gaea Books, Co., Ltd.．2023

180pages．14.8×21cm．ISBN: 9789863197652

★  11th Japan International Manga Award Winners, Silver Award

House Husband in Tokyo 
Vol.4
D 級景點！踏破不為人知的東京
秘境（？）：最軟！東京人夫日記

From the banks of the Tama River to the Aoyama Reien 
and the Godzilla Slide, these special, offbeat locations 
provide an invigorating freshness! Even seemingly 
boring places can be transformed into hotspots, with 
innovative ways to have fun. A unique and life-affirming 
look at Japan!

Author: Mickeyman

Dyna Books, Co., Ltd.．2023

160pages．14.8×21cm．ISBN: 9786267373057

Rights sold: Japanese

Comics / All Ages

Knock Down Brave Vol.3
打倒勇者 3

A-po’s f ilm project unites the class, but the Hero 
destroys Elf  City! The Demon King only loves “him,” 
but a young girl, who claims to be the “descendant of  
the Demon King,” appears in school exuding an aura 
similar to the Demon King and wielding his magic. Will 
she bring disaster or redemption?

Author: Cheng-Yu Yang, Yellow Book

Dyna Books, Co., Ltd.．2023

208pages．14.8×21cm．ISBN: 9786267059852

Comics / All Ages

Comics / All Ages

Rosetta: Ashes of the Feast
羅賽塔：盛宴餘燼

In an antique shop nestled within the old alleyways of  
the city, stories unfold behind each object. Rosetta, 
the enigmatic shopkeeper, is rumored to hold the 
ability to reveal the tales and nostalgic memories 
hidden within these items.

Author: Eli Lin

Gaea Books, Co., Ltd.．2022

168pages．18×24cm．ISBN: 9789863197140

Comics / All Ages

Comics / All Ages

Comics / All Ages

Comics / All Ages
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The Banana Sprout Vol.1
芭蕉的芽 Vol.1

“Let’s make a magazine!” In 1930s Taiwan, Taihoku High 
School is a place of  relative freedom and autonomy. 
Two teenagers, who love writing, decide to work 
together to create a magazine of  their own. Immersed 
in the cradle of  freedom and knowledge, they grapple 
with the confusion and aspirations of  youth.

Author: Zuo Hsuan

Gaea Books, Co., Ltd.．2022

188pages．14.8×21cm．ISBN: 9789863196587

SOUL: the Songs of Wild
Vol.2
狩 SOUL：荒魂曲 2

A millennium after doomsday, malevolent spirits rule 
the Earth. Chen Bi, guided by an ancient prophecy, 
must gather the five elemental “SOULS” to restore her 
mother’s soul. Behind a notorious organization lie dreams 
of tragedy, passion, and peace. Unveiling a hidden truth, 
Chen seeks to bring light back to the world.

Comic: Chiyou｜ Story: Kuzuha

Gaea Books, Co., Ltd.．2023

184pages．19×26cm．ISBN: 9789863199625

Comics / All Ages

Tomoe’s Memories of 
Koumeya Vol.2
友繪的小梅屋記事簿 2

In the Taisho era, high school student Tomoe wants to 
become an Okami hostess. A chance encounter with 
heiress Yoshiko during a food fair leads to unexpected 
sparks through traditional Japanese banquet games. On 
a trip to Beitou Hot Springs, Tomoe and her friends find 
themselves in comedic mishaps. To make amends, can 
they serve up Taiwanese specialties that satisfy Yoshiko? 

Author: Shimizu, Sanshokubou Haku

Gaea Books, Co., Ltd.．2022

260pages．14.8×21cm．ISBN: 9789863196990

Rights sold: Japanese (E-book)

Comics / All Ages

Comics / All Ages
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